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ABSTRACT
Increasingly aware of the importance of active lifestyles, many people intend to exercise more. Yet the main challenge remains to translate these intentions into action. Wearable devices supporting exercise regrettably tend to adopt a one-size-fits-all approach by monitoring activity through quantified data as a motivation strategy. Since certain individuals are driven by social motives to exercise, less addressed through quantification, the impact of these devices on user experience and motivation is questionable. We contribute to the field by defining interaction attributes of graceful interactions in product design. We then embedded these in designing Grace, a piece of jewelry enabling women to share exercise intentions with friends to encourage social support. Instead of focusing on quantification, we rely on a qualitative approach using graceful interaction. Through this we extend the design space of sport-related wearables for women and inform how to design for exercise motivation through social support and graceful interactions.
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1 Introduction
Physical inactivity is a growing public health concern, leading to increased awareness of the importance of an active and healthy lifestyle [37]. More and more people are thus having positive intentions of being physically active [28]. Even though sport was once an activity practiced mainly by men, one witness positive developments in gender equality in this area with considerable growth of women participating in sport [32].

The main challenge for many people is to translate their positive intentions into actual, preferably long-term, exercise behavior [28]. Most studies indicate the drop-out rate for exercise interventions is around 50% [3, 17], where women are more likely to discontinue exercising as compared to men. This is due to more unforeseen perceived barriers but also because of the greater importance women attach to social support [17].

In line with the growing awareness of the importance of physical activity, there has been an exponential increase in the use of sport-related wearables. Indeed, the
global market size of smart wearables fitness and sports devices, supporting exercising and motivating people and allow them to monitor their progress [19], is expected to keep growing [34]. However, the question arises whether these devices only reach a small target group that already has a strong affinity and identify with sports and exercise and thus is more interested in capturing health and sport-related data [11, 40]. Other parts of the population, who perceive sports as a short-term cost (e.g., costs energy, time, sweating, pain) [7] and value social support, might be less addressed. Studies show that this type of social thinking seems to appeal to women in particular [17]. Furthermore, research also indicates women mention feeling uncomfortable wearing activity trackers [33] due to the sporty and bulky appearance of the devices, preferring ones that are more graceful [22, 24].

In this paper, we introduce the design of Grace, a piece of jewelry that allows women to share their exercise intentions with friends to enable social support. While the current design space of wearable sports devices mainly focuses on quantification, we extend it here by relying on a qualitative aesthetics of interaction [9, 21]. Away from the use of numbers as a feedback mechanism, our approach combines meaningful gestures with a specific aesthetics of the artifact. Through an expert study involving industrial designers, we contribute to the field by defining the interaction attributes of graceful interaction in product design. We then designed Grace to embed the notion of graceful interaction. Grace acts as a propositional object enabling us to investigate how to design for exercise motivation through social support and graceful interactions.

2 Related Work
Along with the increased popularity of sports, there has been an exponential increase in the development of sport-related wearable technology [34]. These devices enable body-monitoring and data tracking, offering the possibility of improving personal health outcomes. Even though there is a general acceptance that people are different, most of these devices still tend to take a “one-size-fits-all” approach of stimulating exercise performance or competition [26]. These quantitatively driven approaches might not suit “all” since many people prefer thinking in stories (i.e., qualitatively) [26] rather than in numbers (i.e., quantitatively). Additionally, the one-size-fits-all approach also influences the perceived aesthetics of the devices, where women have indicated to feel uncomfortable wearing these in previous studies [11].

2.1 Quantification in Body-Monitoring
The current paradigm of sports tracking is that everything can and is being quantified (e.g., by the use of numbers and graphs). The idea here is to create better cognitive awareness among users about their state of health or performance to eventually change their lives for the better [10, 19, 33]. Even though this paradigm speaks to a particular type of encouragement, a lot of people are not encouraged by knowing that they are faster or stronger than others (or than they used to be), but they are encouraged by being part of a community [17, 39]. The use of such a paradigm of exercise encouragement through a more qualitative social interaction seems to be a relatively unexplored area [21]. Yet it seems promising to give social meaning to sport-related feedback [23] through a more abstract and poetic way [38] by incorporating ambiguity and visualizing uncertainty in the feedback [10]. In the present paper, we therefore argue for the use of a more qualitative aesthetics among sport-related wearables.

2.2 Public Performance vs. Social Support
The nature of the exercise environment and sport-related technology are of masculine origin [4], with performance and competition often being the main stimuli for motivation [18, 19]. Even though these motivational triggers drive a segment of female exercisers, research shows that for certain groups of women, health and social support are more effective motivators to exercise [39]. Social support as a motivational strategy can increase adherence in exercise [31]. Numerous studies thus advocate for including social features in sport-related technology [30, 35]. This can be done, for instance, by integrating social elements in training sessions of athletes to make sports more fun. One example is “Jogging over a Distance” by Mueller et al. [25], where individual runners can run together in different physical locations via audio. A different approach was taken in RUFUS [43], a system developed to allow people to cheer from a distance for participants in running competitions. Even though these designs facilitate social experiences for individuals throughout the exercise, lack of social support is primarily experienced before the exercise itself and is proven to affect motivation negatively [27], indicating the importance of integrating social support before the actual training. External online fitness platforms (e.g., Runkeeper ©, Strava ©) try to bridge that gap by enabling people to share their sports performance with others [36]. Even though these platforms allow for social support throughout the day, it is performance and competition-
driven and whether this is desirable for everyone is questionable [41].

2.3 Appearance of Sport-Related Wearables

Previous research revealed that some customer segments, especially women, can feel uncomfortable wearing sport-related wearables [15]. This is partly due to the sportive and masculine appearance of the devices. In a study where different activity trackers were rated by user impressions among women, the ones that hinted towards pieces of jewelry and a graceful aesthetics were preferred over the sportive and masculine looking ones [22, 24], indicating the importance of also striving for a less sportive look and feel within these types of everyday objects. The current market only presents scarce examples of sport-related wearables (e.g., BellaBeat ©, Selah Cuff ©, Tory Burch Fitbit ©) considered pieces of jewelry.

Another reason why women felt uncomfortable wearing these devices was due to the perceived identity (and the social acceptability) associated with them, having a negative impact on the person wearing it [11]. One might prefer a more personal approach of interaction opposed to the currently open and publicly visible feedback [23] since not everyone is interested in or feel comfortable with showing that they are wearing a sport-related device [33]. This is why we argue, when designing this type of device, to shift its look and feel from a sport-related wearable to interactive jewelry.

2.4 Interactive Jewelry

Jewelry has a long history of being an explicit private and social communication tool [42] while still closely intertwining in our everyday lives like no other wearable does [2]. The emergence of wearable technologies has expanded the opportunities for jewelry to be a ‘communication tool’ by integrating a digital layer to the tangible object [38]. Interactive jewelry thus can dynamically react on wearers inputs following different interaction modalities (e.g., usually touching modalities such as fidgeting, hovering, sliding or, rotation elements) [2, 38]. Since these types of interactions can still integrate the poetic qualities of jewelry, like sensorial engagement and intimacy (toward other people, places and self) [2], we highlight the potential of interactive jewelry to integrate social support for exercise engagement among women, when aiming for qualitative interactions.

In this paper, we focus on graceful interaction and social support as motivational design strategies. In the following section, we describe the iterative design process of Grace as a reflection on the aforementioned discussed perspectives.

3 Designing Graceful Interactions

While easily linked to a certain form of beauty, attained through posture and motion, it is hard to fully grasp what constitutes gracefulness [6]. Common examples associated with gracefulness are swans or ballerinas (hence the figure of speech ‘graceful as a swan’). Transposing this concept to the act of design, thus represents a challenging endeavor, with very few attempts in the HCI literature so far [15]. How would the aesthetic quality of gracefulness materialize in interaction design?

3.1 Materializing Gracefulness in Interaction Design: An Exploratory Study

To explore how the concept of graceful interactions could materialize in a design artifact, we invited industrial designers (N = 22) to participate in a short study. Using the Interaction Vocabulary Cards by Diefenbach, Lenz & Hassenzahl [9], we asked them to describe how a graceful interaction with a physical product would feel/look like. Participants were provided with the following definition of gracefulness (combining definitions by [6] and [8]: “Gracefulness is characterized by elegance or beauty of form, manner, movement, or speech. It is elegant. Grace is the appearance of an easy presence (graceful movements appear as easy and effortless). And such presence involves a harmonious relatedness to one’s context.” [6].

The Interaction Vocabulary consists of 11 seven-point semantic differential items to describe the interaction. The participants were asked to evaluate only the pairs of words that they consider relevant to design for graceful interactions and to leave the others blank. They were also instructed to leave aside aspects that they consider relevant yet dependent on the type of product or use context. After the assessment of the 11 items, we asked the participants to select 3 attributes, out of the aforementioned items, which they consider the most important interaction attributes to design for gracefulness.

Out of the 22 designers, 18 answered that open-ended question (one participant only provided two attributes, and another gave an attribute that was not part of the initial list, namely ‘harmonious’).

Our results show that seven attributes are associated with gracefulness in the context of interaction design: slow, fluent, uniform, constant, precise, gentle, and targeted (Figure 1). Amongst those, fluency (14), gentleness (12) and slowness (7) were selected as the most important attributes for a graceful aesthetic of interaction.
To incorporate the most important elements for graceful interaction elicited through the survey (slow, fluent, and gentle), we conducted an iterative and explorative design process with close user involvement. In this design process, the goal was to enable social support among women who want to exercise by use of a qualitative approach.

Figure 2: Grace, a piece of interactive jewelry, enabling women to share their exercise intentions

4 Design of Grace

Grace is a piece of jewelry (Figure 2) that encourages women to share and support exercise intentions with friends through graceful interactions. Through Grace, users are able to see whether friends have the intention to go exercise that day, and eventually if they actually went. The same information is also shared about themselves. This commitment-based way of motivating is closely intertwined with an increased feeling of group coherence and social support. To amplify the awareness of sharing goals and accomplishing them together, Grace also enables to cheer for your friends, stimulating them to get active, or celebrating with them for turning their intentions into action. Relying on a qualitative aesthetics of interaction, Grace embeds the notion of gracefulness as a novel perspective, as opposed to the current quantification trend.

Grace entails several touch, motion, and mid-air gesture interactions: (1) To plan an exercise, the hand is placed on the heart as to mimic the salutation of promise. The display, divided into slots for different friends, will now display skewed stripes. (2) When the user is done exercising, she taps herself three times on the chest, showing off a feeling of pride, and changing the stripes into mellow post-workout waves. (3) Lastly, to cheer (regardless of their effort) for friends with a lively zig-zag pattern, you hold your hand on your heart for a feeling of connectedness (Figure 3). By supporting the user values within Grace, we focus on implementing the symbolic meaning of committing to exercising [1].
4.1 Underlying Design Principles

**Aesthetics of Interaction.** We used the Interaction Vocabulary [9] to describe the interaction qualities of Grace. It consists of eleven descriptive, non-judgmental, non-technology bound attributes of interactions. The interactions with the bracelet are intended to be subtle and graceful, to propose a different motivational strategy opposed to the performance and competition-driven approaches. Translating these notions into the vocabulary of interaction led us to design Grace’s interaction style as slow, gentle, fluent, and covered. The first three elements were considered the most important for graceful interaction in our exploratory study. While described by expert designers as a context-dependent dimension (i.e., depending on the context, an interaction can be graceful while being either ‘apparent’ or ‘covered’), we choose to add the attribute “covered” to represent a feeling of intimacy, which was deemed important in our context.

Slow and gentle interaction qualities allow us to distinguish Grace from activity-related devices focused on performance, which are usually designed as being fast, powerful, and precise and use numbers to provide users with feedback. Slowness is expressed in the design of Grace in the way the feedback is received throughout the day and cannot be seen on demand. We translated Gentleness in all the styles of interaction within Grace, placing your hand on the heart to make a commitment and the gentle turning of the bracelet to see the moiré effect.

The choice of a fluent interaction style is linked to graceful, corresponding to the definition of graceful movements as “apparently easy or effortless” [6]. Fluency is translated within the design of Grace in the gestural interaction, as well as the smooth act of fidgeting, making the feedback more visible.

Users are able to personalize their visuals (i.e., the moiré effect) and therefore construct individual meaning to the patterns that are linked to different types of feedback. In this way, this personal information remains covered, meaningless to other people, in the immediate vicinity of the user, who is not familiar with the constructed patterns. The aim was to integrate a subtle and personal interface while still being valuable to the wearer. Furthermore, when the moiré effect appears (Figure 4), this enhances the overall appearance of Grace.

**Moiré Patterns as Ambiguous Information Representation.** To provide feedback in a poetic and abstract form (as opposed to the quantified data provided by most activity trackers), we made use of the moiré effect (Figure 4). This is a visual phenomenon that occurs when two similar types of patterns are moved over each other, thus creating a new pattern. When fidgeting with Grace,
the top layer of the bracelet is moved over the bottom layer (supporting a covered aesthetics of interaction again), creating this Moiré effect. The top layer is part of the bracelet and keeps its shape, while the bottom layer is an integrated e-paper display, enabling the possibility to change the pattern.

Commitment to Exercise. Users need to interact with the device to indicate their exercise planning and activity. Cognitive interactions tend to disrupt the user’s day-to-day routine, so the goal was to choose a relevant, motion-based gesture that can be performed without an active focus on the interaction itself. Multiple poses were experienced through role-playing among the designers (Figure 5). Power poses were considered for their empowering, encouraging effect, but were dropped because they could not be performed subtly (1). Fun or wacky poses were discarded for the same reason (2). Ultimately, a pose associated with a promise to the heart was chosen, representing the promise to exercise made to oneself (3).

Social Support and Feeling of Togetherness. The aim of Grace is to exercise individually while experiencing a feeling of togetherness with friends, proven to have a motivating effect [20]. According to Hassenzahl et al. [16], this feeling of relatedness, mediated through technology, can be achieved through awareness, physicalness, and joint-action, amongst other strategies.

The awareness strategy consists of “sharing different types of ambient information about current activities or moods among partners, without a conversation or doing anything together” [16]. Reciprocal self-disclosure and ambiguity [12] are both described as essential principles to design for awareness. With Grace, awareness is achieved through the received updates throughout the day presented in an ambiguous way through the moiré effect, where the user understands the information and raises awareness while its meaning remains unknown to others.

The physicalness strategy includes artifacts that “mediate a feeling of physical intimacy, simulating secondary effects of the physical proximity of meaningful gestures” [16]. Grace embeds physicalness in the way the user intuitively interacts with Grace through fidgeting. Through this intimate interaction, the moiré effect will appear contributing to the look and feel of the bracelet. Lastly, artifacts allowing for carrying out an action together fall into the joint action strategy [16]. Joint-action comes forward within the Grace concept in the sharing and celebrating of goals, as well as in the behavioral interdependence between women.

4.2 Technology and Realization

To measure the different expressions the user makes: (i) committing to exercise, (ii) finishing the exercise and (iii) supporting for a friend, the microcontroller calculates the movement and measures the angle of the wrist through the accelerometer and gyroscope (Figure 6). Based on these values, the microcontroller identifies which gesture is performed and thus adjust the e-paper display (Wemos 2.13-inch E-Ink) accordingly, visualizing various moiré patterns linked to the different expressions.

Fitting the electronics, while remaining its accessibility as well as combining the plastic base with a rotating aluminum body was a major challenge in the design. Following the validation of the motivating power of the concept, a more robust and eminent prototype was desirable to be able to validate the interactions and visualizations. The choice was made to use metals with a silver hue such as stainless steel or aluminum, due to women’s preferences of the aesthetics of activity trackers being luxurious, graceful, and feminine [24].

To create the moiré effect, it was decided to make use of an outer rotatable ring. From here, multiple different prototypes and material explorations were created (Figure 7), validating the effectiveness of the moiré effect, and identifying the location of electronics and wire outputs.
During the validation, it was seen that the full circle design was not associated with gracefulness, mainly due to its corresponding size. To preserve these values, a cuff with the ability to slip over the wrist with ease, ensuring a smaller size and a more feminine look was chosen as the salvation. The size for this cuff was tested, concluding a size of 65 mm inner diameter, corresponding with a "large" for different cuffs at local jewelry stores.

During the validation, it was seen that the full circle design was not associated with gracefulness, mainly due to its corresponding size. To preserve these values, a cuff with the ability to slip over the wrist with ease, ensuring a smaller size and a more feminine look was chosen as the salvation. The size for this cuff was tested (Figure 7), concluding a size of 65 mm inner diameter, corresponding with a "large" for different cuffs at local jewelry stores.

Figure 6: Electronics of Grace: left, integrated e-paper display. Right, Light Blue Bean with accelerometer

Figure 7: Material exploration of Grace cuff

5 User Study

To gain first insights into how our target women experience Grace, we set up an exploratory user study. We investigated whether the different interactions with Grace and the feedback given by this interactive piece of jewelry were considered as graceful. We also assess the perceived meaningfulness of qualitative social support mechanisms as a motivational strategy.

Three participants wore and interacted with Grace for one day on which they had the intention to exercise. The women participating in the study all sometimes indicated to experience difficulties in turning their exercise intentions into actual exercising that day. Since we only had one working prototype, we used a Wizard of Oz approach to simulate the intentions and support of two other friends. After wearing Grace for a day, the women were interviewed about their experience, how they interacted with the bracelet, and how they felt wearing Grace throughout the day. The interviews were transcribed, analyzed via thematic analysis, and translated from Dutch to English by the researchers.

Cheering component of Grace. All three participants indicated to value the cheering component of Grace, enabling social cohesion and support. "The function I appreciated most was being able to cheer for others." - P3

Interestingly, they did not only value this for their own motivation (by receiving a cheer from their friends but also themselves) but also being enabled to cheer for others. "I really liked the cheer function; it really had a positive effect when other people were cheering for me. But I've been cheering for myself all day as well." - P2

Subtle yet graceful feedback. The participants indicated to consider the feedback being subtle yet graceful. The notifications were provided in real-time and could not be seen on demand. Therefore, users might miss supporting cheers of friends or friends expressing intentions. Integrating an interaction that makes it possible to recall previous notifications might solve this. "I had to look at it quite often to see whether it changed, approximately four times per hour I think" - P1

"Maybe it was too subtle to notice whether there were changes" - P3

Adding such a feature, will not influence the form of the feedback of Grace, which is important since the unobtrusiveness and feedback subtlety was also considered as an added value by the participants. P3 explicitly mentioned that when they did experience the feedback on demand, it was appreciated that it was not screaming for attention since this was adding to the quality of the aesthetics of the bracelet. "The visualizations were graceful and subtle; it's not a light which is screaming for attention. I really liked that it was abstract and appreciated that the visualization is presented in a more artistic way" - P3

Ambiguity of Visualizations. Some participants indicated they experienced some difficulties recalling the different meanings of the feedback because of its abstract form. However, this was only encountered at the beginning of the day (when they started to use Grace), which improved quickly when interacting with the device throughout the day. "Fidgeting with Grace is nice because you see everything move, but it also adds uncertainty to its meaning." - P1

"The visualizations were abstract, so the different meanings had to be learned; however, they were very easy to learn." - P3

Another suggestion by P2 was to be able to visualize in real-time when one of your friends is sporting, and to
express some disappointment perhaps - “and if they are not doing it, to show a sad face.” – P2

6 Discussion and Future Work
Throughout this paper, we explored the relevance of adopting a qualitative aesthetics of interaction to extend the design space of sports wearables for women. Deliberately positioning this work in opposition to the widespread use of quantification as a motivational strategy [21], we question the current tailoring of motivational design to address the needs of a specific target group and notably amongst women [29]. Our interactive bracelet Grace acts here as a propositional object embedding notions of gracefulness and social support.

Designing for gracefulness is a challenging endeavor, which we addressed in two ways. First, by involving industrial designers (N = 22) in the definition of a graceful aesthetic of interaction. Second, by embedding and materializing these attributes in the design of an interactive wearable in order to gain insights into the effect of a graceful interaction style on exercising motivation.

In addition, through the medium we selected, we uncovered the vast potential space of input interaction enabled by interactive jewelry [2]. The poetic qualities of jewelry, such as sensorial engagement, intimacy and symbolic meaning [42], might appeal to specific target groups and constitute an alternative to the rather sportive and masculine look and feel of current sports wearables [22, 24]. By not being perceived as activity trackers, jewelry artifacts offer a high potential to personalize the visualization (in our case, through the self-defined Moiré patterns) while also providing an opportunity to cover the interaction (if one does not identify as a sports person).

We combined the qualitative aesthetics perspective with a social support strategy, described in the literature as effective [31], especially for users with less difficult goals who could benefit from social feedback more [14]. Interestingly, we noticed during the design process, how difficult it is to refrain from designing social features promoting competition rather than cooperation. As an example, visualizing in real-time when a friend is sporting to express disappointment could unintentionally promote a certain form of competition or demotivating friction. We decided to focus on the intention and the outcomes (cheering) to stay as close as possible to the supportive social positivity we intended to embrace with Grace.

While conducted on a limited sample and for a short duration, the findings of our user study tend to confirm the relevance of our approach as a complement to existing technology design supporting physical activity.

Of course, while we seem to adopt a rather dichotomous gender perspective on the topic of exercising motivation in the present paper, we acknowledge and do not underestimate the role of other variables in the users’ preferences for a specific motivational strategy. Goal-focus, goal-orientation, and other inter-individual differences [13, 14, 36] definitely play a role in the perception of – and reaction to – different types of motivation. Women can also be motivated by numbers, gamification, or social competition [5], and our approach is not proposed as a one-size-fits-all solution addressing females’ needs. Alternatively, the present example aims at opening up new perspectives for designers to provide meaningful, motivational technologies.

In future work, we aim to refine the design of Grace and to conduct a longitudinal field study over several weeks, featuring real interactions between the participants and their friends. From a design perspective, we intend to improve the aesthetics of the bracelet to increase the looks and feel towards a graceful piece of jewelry. At the moment, and mostly due to technical constraints, the bracelet can still be considered as a somewhat ‘bulky’ prototype, even though its appearance does not reveal its main purpose to encourage exercising. For women to feel comfortable wearing it, it is important to refine the aesthetics of Grace by making use of the full potential of interactive jewelry as a medium for graceful interactions.

With designing Grace, we extend the design space of sport-related wearables for women and inform how to design for exercise motivation through social support and graceful interactions. We believe our work shows a promising and different approach towards a more qualitative way to support women with exercising. The present study thus provides encouraging and inspiring practical implications to designers of wearable technologies. In addition, designers can also use the gracefulness interaction attributes as a starting point for the design of interactive technologies in other application areas.
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